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Pre'ace

In response to Congressional direction; the National Institute of
Education engaged in FY 1983 in a planning proce'ss designed to Iead.to
an_open competition of the regional educational laboratories and the
national research and development centers as defined under Section
40f) of the General Education Provisions Act.

As part of the planning process, the Institute convened a Laboratory
Study Group, which met in two threeday sessions to review laboratory
issues and provide advice and recommendations to the Director, The
Laboratory Study Group consisted of sixteen persons representing likely
clients or users of laboratory work;- including education policy makers,
practicing educators at various- levels and community and parent-
representatives, It -also inclilded persons from organizations,thatAre
likely tc_work jointly.-with laboratories to offer services, as well as
those with_a background in conducting research, development or
dissemination.

This paper was developed by NIE staff as part of a comprehensive
briefing book on laboratory history, status and issues that was provided
to -Study Group members. Its purpose was to provide a background -and
stimulate discussion on specific laboratory issues; 1

This isspe paper is one of.a set of three staff papers that were provided
to the Laboratory Study Group. The titles of the three papers and their
authors are

Mack; David P.; "Labbratory Purposes and Functions: Issues for the
National Study Group on Regional Laboratories," August 23, 1983.

Schultz; Thomas; "Funding of Regional Laborafories: Issues for
the NgtionaI Study Group on Regional Laboratories,"
August 23, 1983.

Schultz, Thomas, and Dominic Joseph, "Laboratory Governance:
Issues for the Study.Group on Regional Laboratories,"
August 23, 1983.
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Laboratory Governance: _IssOes for -the Study Group on
Regional Laboratories

Introduction

ThisAmper will, present background Materiel and an analysis.ofissues
involved in the govstsapts of new regional education laboratories, to be
established thrOUgh a competition administered by NIE dUring the -next year
The_papet is dekigned to assist the_Study Group on Regional Laboratories in
adVising the NIE Director on the following-decisions:

1. Eligibility criteria for the laboratory competitions

2. Division of authority and responsibility between NIE and the boards of
regional laboratories.

'NIE policy on the structure and functions of laboratory governing
boards.

It should be emphasized that purpose of this paper is to provide
alternatives to the Study Group rather than to advocate for a particular
:policy; Further, it should be understood that_the_role of theSNdyproup
is to' advise the Director, who is responsible fOr final decisions regarding

the competition.

Background

The seven regional educational laboratbries currently operating -are
incorporated as non-profit organizations in the states where they are

based. Each has its own board-of directors whichisresponsibIe for
oversight of laboratbry'OperatiOnt. In one case; alaboratory,board also
has_a_direCt tie to -a membership_ organization. In two other cases
-California- where njOitlt powers legislation mandates that non-profit
in.,titutiona_SUCh_a0 educational laboratories have sponlorship_Arom public
Ei;ehdieSsWith_an interest in them; the boards are closely connedted to

those, sponsoring agencies.

The -legal structures of the laboratdries currently supported by the

National Institute ofEducation are, for themOst part, determined by the_

laysofthestsiss in which they are incorporated and by. the laboratories'
own by7laWS; Their governing boards tend to have similar;respOnSibilitieS
across institutions and operate according_to similar procedures!- In_
addition to monitoring their laboratories' adherence to-_state and Federal

laws and regulations, boards are responsibleJor reviewing thelOverall__

management of operations and perfortance of tbe chief executive, as well as

for setting, the salary of the chief executive officer.

They also establish general guidelines -for salaries_and salaryincreases;
and work with laboratory executiVegand program -staff on establishing

laboratory priorities and annual work plans. They are sometimsscalled

upon to review' proposals that the lrborarory.it-plannink to submit;
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LabbratOry boards tend to meet either quarterlyorsemiTannually with top
management and program directors, often on a rotating basis. There is
usually some form of committee structure so that boards can focus attention
more sharply on.differentmanagementactivities. WitOthe larger boards;
there is usually an_executiveCommittee;that often meets prior to board
meetings to help set the meeting agenda and establish positions on issues.

The current pattern of board representation reflects the efforts of the
laboratories to achieve broad coverage of client interest. It arso
reflects diffErences in the management styles of executives, in the
missions of the laboratories and in the political circumstances in each,
region; There is considerable variation, therefore; in both the giZe'of
governing boards and the extent to which certain groups are represented on
them; For example; the current boards of laboratories range in size from
twelve members to fifty-four members. And the number of states that
constitute a service region for each laboratory range from three to ten
(central midwest). -

Chief state schoO1 officers are generally well-represented on laboratory
board; but again, with some variation. For example,,one laboratory board
has positions for each commisaioner,ftom its member states:another__
laboratory has none. In_general_theteis light representation of state and
lOcal school boards_ and_ intermediate education units. School principals
and "teachers also fill few slots on boards. Business and the general
public have slight. representation on the bbards, as do university based
researClers_(except in the-case of one laboratory). Most laboratories also
Work with advisory committees for specific projects and activities.

Since. the National Institute of Education administers the majority of funds
that support these institutions; it has keen Interest in their expendixture)
especially with respect to how the laboratories make choices about their
program activities and service to their region. The key NIE policy on
laboratory governance reads as follows:

"AlovPrnance and Priority-Setting: Laboratories' programmatic
priorities will be determined. through strong; representative, active
governance structures and through sygtematic assessment of their
regions' needs. Laboratories' governing boards must include broad
representation of the region's educational interests;_having_strong
ties with State; intermediate; andilocal.agencies, and including
parent; teacher, female and minority representation. _NIE'vill work
closely with the_ laboratories' boards and staffs (a) to help make
their_governing boards adequately representative, strong, and active
and effective_as_mechanisma for accountability, and, (15; to develop

plans for achieVing the laboratories' goals."-

This policy emphasizes the role of the governing board tn. setting program
priorities for the laboratory. NIE has espoused the theOry that
representatives of regional interests should express their needs through a
combination of assessment efforts initiated by the laboratories and through
membership on boards of directors. Thus although federal funds support
labs, NIE does not set priority issues or functions for individual labs or

for the laboratories as a group. The policy also signals NIE's concern
with the composition of lab boards.
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In practice; NIE has related to lab governing boards in two ways. First,
especially during the review of five-year plans; NIE reviewed the
composition of each board in detail; with particular reference to
representation of practitioners; women and minority groups. Ina number of
instances special conditions were attached to laboratory contracts

, mandating changes in.board composition. Second, NIE made efforts to work
directly with boards through its Institutional Monitors. Staff visits to
labs often involved attendance at board meetings to share information about
NIE and observe the board in action. However, NIE has no:official or_ex
officio representation on lab boards, nor has -NIE convened meetings with
board presidents or members in Washington to discuss common!concerrs.

Eligibility Criteria for the Laboratory Competition

NIE is developing regulations for the laboratory competitions that must
address the question:_ "Which- groups are eAlgible to submit_proposals?"_
The laboratory competitions;will occur in -,iwoptages. The first is to be .a
preliminary development stageand the second will be the actual design and
start-up stage. For the second stage, however, eligibility is limited by
the language -of the General Education Provisions Act (GEPA-405(f)), which
states that laboratories are established by public agencies or private
non-profit organizations. It is=likely to be the case; therefore; that
groups -will not be interested in participating in the first stage of the -
competition, unless they would also be eligible for the'final stage;

For NIE; the real issue here is twofold, namely, how to encourage open
competition among qualified groups, but alsohow to insure;that successful
bidders will be able to establish or maintain the necessary independence
and neutrality to operate effectively as regional educational laboratories.
The current laboratories are all independent institutions and_NIE's current
policy on governance reflects that fact. However' requiring labs to have
fully independent boards would exclude from the competition state
departments of education, intermediate,units, existing associations,
colleges and universities, or consortia of such organizations.

Fully independent institutions would appear to offer the following
advantages in carrying out the Mission of regional laboratories:

o Ail initial position of neutrality in relation to'regional
clients, interest- groups, educational issues, or particular
states in the region.

kutonomY in'governance to allow responsiveness to NIE policy and
priorities as well as regional groups;

o Independence in personnel proceduresrand recruiting and selecting
staff.

o The potential to create networks and facilitate cross-state
communication collaboration, and transfer of effective programs
and practices.
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o Fiscal-. autonomy and flexibility to enter into various types of
contracts and grant -with lederal_agencies,_to develop products
for sale or,services or fees, and to_negotiate expeditiously
without additional earances or levels of approval.

On the other hand, observers of the current laboratories note that while
these qualities may characterize independent labs initially, the current
institutions have developed internal bureaucracies, patterns of
relationships to.different clients and institutional histories of their own
which would dilute or taint their theoretical neutrality and independence.

Other analysts argue that labs,_sponsored by existing organizations or
consortia of these groups would have strengths as well. In particular; one
could envision a semi-autonomous lab "nested" within an existing
organization but with a strong external advisory committee. These types of
sponsoring arrangements could offer the following advantages:

o Fiscal. economies due to sharing of administrative systems,
facilities or personnel.

For new labs,_the initial tiltrength and momentum Of existing
organizational capabilities

Ability to_build on existing communication networks and
relationships among Client groups

o Possibilities to take advantage of staff housed in othei parts of
the host institution on part-timi or consultant arrangements.

These arguments need to be pursued in light of other choices made by NIE it
this planning process; In particular'; if changes are made in the primary
clients or purposes and functions of laboratories; the eligibility question
needs careful examination; NIE has worked successfully with several
projects providing certain types of lab services to particular client
groups; In these instances sponsorship by an existing organization has
worked well.

Relationships Between,NIE Authority and Lab Board Authority

Laboratories face a_dilemma in trying to focus on regional educational needs
and problems when_the_bulk of their_funding comes from aJederal agency.
As one observer of R&D systems noted, labs_are_unique organizations because
their resources are not provided diredtly_W their clients or consumers;
nor are they provided by their governing boards.

The NIE policy cited on page 2 appears to empower lab governing boards with
the responsibility for needs_ assessment ane priority setting. NIE's role
is then restricted to reviewing process questions (Is the board properly
reflective of regional educators? Were the needs assessment procedures
systematic and unbiased?), and judging the technical quality of lab plans'
and resultant services. However, over the past years, both the labs and

"NIE have encountered problems with the implementation of this policy;
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From the lab perspective; NIE has not always'been content to allow
priorities to be set from within the regions; For example; during the late
1970e NIe placed a high priority on equity concerns; based on its own
Congressional mandate. Labs were urged in various ways to sponsor'
projects; recruit staff; and compose advisory groups. with ttat value in
Mind. In at least some instances; labs found these issues were a relatively
low priority concern for their primary clients or for members of their
governing boards. In other cases; labs may agreed with NIE priorities; but
complained that these signals change too rapidly; Given the turnover in
NIE_staff and top officials in ED lab "responsiveness" to federal guidance
could be detrimental to lab program quality or relationships with clients.

More recently) NIE requested labs to report on projects and accomplishments
in_priority areas of_concern to. ecretary_Bell. As the labs represent a
major segment of NIE's budget, their capabilities are an impdrtant resource
When NIE is called on to provide evidence for its positive impact. This
instance represents only a'mild form of influence on lab prioritieS:.
However, through project monitoring, funding decisions, reviews and
assessment procedures, NIE has a variety of policy levers to influence lab
activities.

From NIE's perspective, there is a concern that the,governance/ needs
assessment mechanisms have not been powerful,neutral means to express
"true" regional priorities. Rather, due to the complexity of choices, lab
directors and staff play the determining role in selecting clients and
distributing resources; Board proceedings and needs assessment data serves
to justify these choices but exert little independent influence.

These observations seem to justify a review of the relationship between
NIE and laboratory decisionmaking. An initial set of'questions on this
topic include the following:

1. If the balance of authority in current policy is appropriate, are
there more effective strstegieb or provisions to overcome past
problems? Are there more effective means to insulate labs from
inappropriate-NIE directives? Are there more effective means of
assessing regional needs to ensure attention to the most severe
problems or the most promising targets of opportunity?

. Should NIE exert more influence over lab priorities? As the paper on
funding mechanisms indicates, NIE could set priorities for a portion
Of lab activities (such as applied research projects) through_a
competitive funding procedure. Other aspects of lab work such as
dissemination-and.technical assistance efforts could be left up to lab
direction. '

3. NIE relationships with newly created laboratories is a particularly
sensitive aspect of these issues. .Many observers warn that new labs
will be,naturally noverresponsiveu to NIE suggestions, to the
detriment of their survival within their region. Should NIE vary its
degree of influence based on lab characteristics? Should new
institutions be given greater attention, advice and monitoring, or
insulated fronifederaI "meddling" during their early years?
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StXUCtUr A Mamliarahin of T ssh Annrdcl_

At noted above, lab boards xurrentIy vary in tizeicomposition, and
structure! NIE has made special efforts to influence the-composition of
boards but has had little involvement in questions such as sizei committee
structure; and methods.for selecting members. NIE has emphasized *

involvement of a diverse range of consumer or client groups as board
members; This was seen as a means of ensuring that the needs and
perspectives of different interests would be reflected in decisionmaking,

.

Critics -of this approach have argued that large diverse boards_ selected on,
this basis are not effectiv% in critical collective functions_auch_as
setting priorities and monitoring achievements. If members view themselves
as representing constituencies competing for resources and_attention, they. .
are less likely to be effective_ group. members. Moreover, because of the
range of interests; boards may lack a coherent shared perspectiveon lab
purposes, and decisionmaking can be fragmented and slow.

The past NIE policy can'be viewed_As a negotiated bargain with the
laboratories in which NIE relinquishes control on decisions such_as
substantive priorities but_asgerts influence over procedural matters_of
governance. This perspective suggests at least two options to current
policy for consideration:

o NIE could become moreAmvolved in the governance process through
more prescriptive policy, more direct work with boards and board
members, or more detailed monitoring of governance prOcedures.
NIE could develop new policy in areas such as how members are

' 'selected, terms of membership, board iraining, committee,
structures, or the role of boards in reviewing funding proposals.

o NIE could become less involved in policy on governance and'shift
resources and attention to other areas. Perhaps greater-
attention to the mechanics of need's assessment procedures or an
emphasis_on evaluating the quality of lab services would be a
more productive NIE.role.


